
Chapter 8
Creating Lists



Key Skills & Concepts

● Use Ordered Lists in a Web Page

● Use Unordered Lists in a Web Page

● Use Definition Lists in a Web Page

● Combine and Nest Two or More Types of Lists in a Web Page

● Style Lists

Lists are everywhere—on your refrigerator, in schoolbooks, next to the telephone, on bills, and  
  in all sorts of other documents. That’s why there’s a special set of tags just for creating lists. 

This chapter focuses on the three different types of lists possible in HTML:

● Ordered lists

● Unordered lists

● Definition lists

Lists are especially useful in web pages to draw attention to short pieces of information. 
Keep that in mind when you create your lists, and try to include short phrases, instead of long 
sentences, in each list item.

Use Ordered Lists in a Web Page
An ordered list is one in which each item is preceded by a number or letter. For example:

My favorite fruits are

 1. raspberries

 2. strawberries

 3. apples

If you want to create the previous list on a web page, you should use an ordered list. Here’s 
what the HTML code would look like:

My favorite fruits are 
<ol> 
    <li>raspberries</li> 
    <li>strawberries</li> 
    <li>apples</li> 
</ol>

This opening tag tells the browser this will be in an ordered list.

The end tag for li is optional in HTML, but required in XHTML.

This stands for “list item” and distinguishes each item in the list.

The end tag of ol is required in both HTML and XHTML. If you forget 
it, the rest of your text will be indented under the final list item.



 

NOTE
While it’s not required, I indent the list items to make seeing the structure of the list 
easier.

Notice I didn’t include any numbers in my list. This is because I used the ol tag to tell the 
browser this is an ordered list. When browsers see ordered lists, they know to place a number 
in front of each list item.

The default type of ordered list uses Arabic numbers, but you can use the type attribute 
to change that. Table 8-1 identifies the different types of ordered lists you can create with the 
type attribute.

To change the type of ordered list, add the type attribute and its value to the opening ol tag.

<ol type="I"> 
    <li>Introduction</li> 
    <li>Understanding the Medium</li> 
    <li>Basic Page Structure</li> 
</ol>

Type Attribute Value Numbering Style Example

1 Arabic numbers 1,2,3,…

a Lowercase alphabet a,b,c,…

A Uppercase alphabet A,B,C,…

i Lowercase Roman numerals i,ii,iii,…

I Uppercase Roman numerals I, II, III,…

Table 8-1  Ordered List Types



NOTE
The type and start attributes are deprecated by the W3C, which prefers that you 
use style sheets to customize the look of your lists, but they are still widely supported by 
the browsers. Using style sheets to style lists is discussed later in this chapter.

Here, I changed the type to “I”, which tells the browser to place uppercase Roman 
numerals in front of each list item. So the previous code would create a list like the following:

 I. Introduction

 II. Understanding the Medium

 III. Basic Page Structure

You can also specify the starting number or letter for an ordered list with the start attribute. 
The default for the starting number is 1. To change this, add the start attribute to your ol tag.

<ol type="a" start="3"> 
    <li>Color</li> 
    <li>Working with Text</li> 
    <li>Working with Links</li> 
</ol>

Even though the value of the type attribute may be something other than Arabic numerals, 
the value of the start attribute is always an integer. So, in the previous example, start="3" 
actually tells the browser to start the list with the third letter because type="a".

If you want to change an individual value—for example, if you want to make the third item 
in the list use the letter g—you can add the value attribute to the specific li tag.

<ol type="a" start="3"> 
    <li>Color</li> 
    <li>Working with Text</li> 
    <li value="7">Working with Links</li> 
</ol>

As with the start attribute, the value attribute is always an integer. The browser looks 
at the value of the third list item and changes it to g because the type is a.



 

Use Unordered Lists in a Web Page
The second type of list is similar to the first, except unordered lists don’t use numbers or 
letters. As the name suggests, unordered lists don’t rely on order for importance. These lists 
use bullets to precede each list item. The following is an example of an unordered list:

● Red

● Green

● Blue

You still use the li tag to identify each item in the list, but instead of beginning with the 
ol tag, unordered lists begin with the ul tag.

<ul> 
    <li>red</li> 
    <li>green</li> 
    <li>blue</li> 
</ul>

Aside from that, the code used to create the first two types of lists is almost identical. In 
fact, you can even use the type attribute here to change the style of the bullets. Three possible 
options exist for bullet style:

● disc Usually displayed as a small, filled-in circle

● circle Usually displayed as an open circle

● square Usually displayed as an open (Mac) or filled-in (Windows) square

Initially, all unordered lists default to the disc style, which is usually represented as 
a small, filled-in circle. However, if you nest unordered lists—that is, if you include an 
unordered list in another unordered list—the default value changes.



Use Definition Lists in a Web Page
The third type of list you can create in HTML is called a definition list. As its name suggests, 
you might use a definition list to show terms and their definitions. For example, in the following 
list, the term is listed on the first line, and then the definition is on the line below the term.

W3C
    The World Wide Web Consortium was created in 1994 to develop standards 

and protocols for the World Wide Web.

HTML
    Hypertext Markup Language is the authoring language used to create documents 

for the World Wide Web.

A definition list works just like this one, where you use HTML tags to identify the terms 
and definitions for each of the list items.

The code to create the page shown in the preceding illustration looks like this:

<dl> 
  <dt>W3C</dt> 
    <dd>The World Wide Web Consortium was created in 1994 to develop 
standards and protocols for the World Wide Web.</dd> 
  <dt>HTML</dt> 
    <dd>Hypertext Markup Language is the authoring language used to 
create documents for the World Wide Web.</dd> 
 </dl>

You can use more than one dd for each dt if you need to; the browser will just simply indent 
each line below the dt.

NOTE
Although it can be quite useful to use the dd tag outside a definition list as a way 
to indent text, this isn’t valid HTML, and it can produce unpredictable results in 
some browsers. Because indenting text with the dd tag does the same thing as the 
blockquote tag, you might as well use that tag to indent a block of text.



 

Combine and Nest Two or More  
Types of Lists in a Web Page

You can also use another list inside itself or even one type of list inside another type of list. 
Each time you use a list inside another list, you are nesting lists. Perhaps the best example for 
nested lists is an outline like those created for a term paper.

 I. Introduction

 II. Part 1

 A. Description

 B. Examples

 1. Reference One

 2. Reference Two

 III. Part 2

 IV. Summary

Can you imagine what the HTML code would look like for the preceding outline? The best 
solution would be to use a series of nested ordered lists as shown in the following illustration 
and code.

<ol type="I"> 
<li>Introduction</li> 
<li>Part I 
    <ol type="A"> 
        <li>Description</li> 
        <li>Examples 
            <ol type="1"> 
                <li>Reference One</li> 
                <li>Reference Two</li> 
            </ol> 
        </li> 
    </ol> 
</li> 
<li>Part 2</li> 
<li>Summary</li> 
</ol>



Try This 8-1

As I mentioned before, you can also nest one type of list inside another type. For example, 
you could include a bulleted list inside a definition list to give further clarification to a 
definition description. Look at the following illustration and code to see what I mean.

<dl> 
<dt><b>Morning</b></dt> 
    <dd>Corinna wakes up around 7:00.</dd> 
    <dd>Change her diaper and dress her.</dd> 
    <dd>Feed her breakfast. Some of her favorites are: 
        <ul> 
            <li>Waffles</li> 
            <li>Oatmeal</li> 
            <li>Cereal</li> 
            <li>Fruit</li> 
        </ul> 
    </dd> 
</dl>

TIP
The most important thing to remember when nesting lists is always to confirm that you 
have closed each list. If you notice a section of your nested list is indented more than it 
should be or continues within the list above it, try drawing semicircles from each of the 
list’s opening and closing tags. If any of the circles cross or don’t have an ending spot, 
you may need to recheck your work for errors.

 Use Lists on Your Web Page
Chop Point Summer Camp offers four different sessions each summer, each with its own 
different requirements for campers. In this project, you create a web page listing camp sessions 
and requirements. Goals for this project include

● Using an ordered list in a web page

● Using an unordered list in a web page



 

NOTE
All the files needed to complete the projects in this book for Chop Point can be 
downloaded from www.wendywillard.com. In addition, you can view my version of the 
web site anytime by visiting www.choppoint.org. If you aren’t using the Chop Point site, 
you can tailor the project to your particular needs.

 1. Open your text/HTML editor and create a new file entitled sessions.html.

 2. Type all the HTML tags needed for a basic web page.

 3. Specify a white background color and that the entire page should use the Verdana font.

 4. Type the content listed in the section (following these steps) titled Text to Add (or copy it 
from the files in the Chapter 8 folder of the .zip file) and format it appropriately. Therefore, 
what is bold in the text will become bold in the web page, and so forth.

 5. Format the top headline as a Level 1 header.

 6. Format the list of sessions as an ordered list using Roman numerals.

 7. Format the session requirements lists as unordered lists.

 8. Link the phrase “trip program” in the first and second session details to “trips.html.”

 9. Link the words “email” in the last paragraph to the e-mail address: camp@choppoint.org.

 10. Save the file.

 11. Open your web browser and choose File | Open Page (or Open File or Open, depending on 
the browser you’re using). Locate the file sessions.html that you just saved. Make sure the 
file appears as you intended.

 12. If you need to make changes, return to your text editor to do so. After making any changes, 
save the file and switch back to the browser. Choose Refresh or Reload to preview the 
changes you just made. If you’re using the Chop Point site, you can compare your files to 
the following code and Figure 8-1.

<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN"  

"http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/transitional.dtd"> 

<html> 

<head> 

<title> Chop Point Summer Camp Sessions </title> 

<style type="text/css"> 

body {background-color: white; 

      font-family: verdana;} 

.contact {font-weight: bold;} 

</style> 

</head> 

<body> 

<h1>Chop Point Summer Camp Sessions</h1> 

<p>Each summer, Chop Point holds a total of four camp sessions from June 

to August. We have spaces for 40 boys and 40 girls during each session. 

(continued)

www.wendywillard.com
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Additional details such as session length and camper ages are listed 

below:</p> 

<ol type="I"><li>KIDS KAMP</li> 

    <ul><li>Traditional overnight residential camping program</li> 

    <li>Five days, four nights</li> 

    <li>Just for kids ages 8-12* who reside in the state of Maine</li> 

    <li>Usually held during the third week of June</li> 

    </ul> 

<li>COMMUNITY PROGRAM</li> 

    <ul><li>Traditional overnight residential camping program</li> 

    <li>Five days, four nights</li> 

    <li>Just for teens ages 12*-18 who reside in the state of Maine</li> 

    <li>Usually held during the last full week of June</li> 

    </ul> 

<li>FIRST SESSION</li> 

    <ul><li>Traditional overnight residential camping program plus an 

adventurous <a href="trips.html">trip program</a></li> 

    <li>Three weeks</li> 

    <li>For teens ages 12-18 from all over the world</li> 

    <li>Usually held the first three weeks in July</li> 

    </ul> 

<li>SECOND SESSION</li> 

    <ul><li>Traditional overnight residential camping program plus an 

adventurous <a href="trips.html">trip program</a></li> 

    <li>Three weeks</li> 

    <li>For teens ages 12-18 from all over the world</li> 

    <li>Usually held the last week of July and the first two weeks in 

August</li> 

   </ul> 

</ol> 

<p>Campers can stay for a minimum of three weeks, or, by attending 

both three-week sessions, a maximum of six weeks. In order to ensure 

that English is the primary language spoken, we limit the number of 

French-speaking campers to 12 per session. The same is true for other 

nationalities (no more than 12 Spanish speaking, etc.). Spaces for 

foreign campers fill quickly, so we recommend signing up as early as 

possible.</p> 

<p>*<em>Local campers who are 12 must choose one program to attend (Kids 

Kamp or Community Program) but may not attend both local programs</em>. 

</p> <p class="contact">If you are interested in attending a session, 

please <a href="mailto:camp@choppoint.org">e-mail</a> us or call 207-443-

5860.</p> 

</body> 

</html>

Text to Add
The following paragraphs (mentioned previously in Step 4) should be added to your web page. 
The text is also included in the .zip file available from my web site.



 

Figure 8-1  If you’re using the Chop Point project, you should have a page that looks 
similar to this.

(continued)



Chop Point Summer Camp Sessions

Each summer, Chop Point holds a total of four camp sessions from June to August. We 
have spaces for 40 boys and 40 girls during each session. Additional details such as 
session length and camper ages are listed below:

 I. KIDS KAMP

● Traditional overnight residential camping program

● Five days, four nights

● Just for kids ages 8-12* who reside in the state of Maine

● Usually held during the third week of June

 II. COMMUNITY PROGRAM

● Traditional overnight residential camping program

● Five days, four nights

● Just for teens ages 12*-18 who reside in the state of Maine

● Usually held during the last full week of June

 III. FIRST SESSION

● Traditional overnight residential camping program plus an adventurous trip 
program

● Three weeks

● For teens ages 12-18 from all over the world

● Usually held the first three weeks in July

 IV. SECOND SESSION

● Traditional overnight residential camping program plus an adventurous trip 
program

● Three weeks

● For teens ages 12-18 from all over the world

● Usually held the last week of July and the first two weeks in August

Campers can stay for a minimum of three weeks, or, by attending both three-week 
sessions, a maximum of six weeks. In order to ensure that English is the primary 
language spoken, we limit the number of French-speaking campers to 12 per session. 
The same is true for other nationalities (no more than 12 Spanish speaking, etc.). 
Spaces for foreign campers fill quickly, so we recommend signing up as early as 
possible.



 

* Local campers who are 12 must choose one program to attend (Kids Kamp or 
Community Program) but may not attend both local programs.

If you are interested in attending a session, please e-mail us or call 207-443-5860.

Ordered and unordered lists can be great ways to draw attention to important information 
on your page. This project gave you practice using each type of list, in preparation for using 
them on your own web pages.

TIP
Is the text after your list indented? If so, check to make sure you closed your lists with the 
proper ending tag (</ol> or </ul>). For more tips, see Appendix C.

Style Lists
While there is no style sheet property for actually creating lists—that’s still done with HTML, 
as you just learned—there are three properties that can be particularly useful in formatting 
lists. Table 8-2 provides details. Note that all three properties can only be used to format lists, 
and no other HTML elements. Finally, each property is recognized only by the most recent 
versions of the popular browsers.

NOTE
Internet Explorer finally adds support for all possible values of the list-style-item property 
with version 8.

Sample Property  
and Value Description Possible Values

list-style-image: 
url (bullet.gif)

Changes the appearance of 
the bullet by replacing it with 
an image.

Specify the location of the image 
(URL).

list-style-position: 
inside

Identifies the indentation of 
additional lines in list items.

Can be inside (lines after the first 
one are not indented) or outside (all 
lines in the item are indented).

list-style-type: 
decimal

Changes the appearance of 
the bullet or characters at the 
beginnings of each list item.

Can be none (no bullets), disc, 
circle, square, decimal 
(numbers), lower-roman (lowercase 
Roman numerals), upper-roman 
(uppercase Roman numerals), lower-
alpha (lowercase letters), upper-
alpha (uppercase letters), decimal-
leading-zero (01., 02., and so on).

Table 8-2  Style Sheet Properties for Formatting Lists



Customize the Bullets
For example, suppose you wanted to create a list on a web page in which each item was 
preceded by an image of a star. You could add an image tag to the beginning of each item in a 
definition list to achieve this sort of thing, such as with the following code:

<dd><img src="star.gif" width="12" height="12" alt="star">The World 
Wide Web Consortium was created in 1994</dd>

But what if you had 20 items in your list? Adding that long img tag to every list item 
would be tedious. A more efficient alternative is to switch to an unordered list (one with 
bullets, by default) and use a style sheet in the header of your page to change the regular bullet 
to the image of your choice. The following code and illustration show how this might work:

<style type="text/css"> 
li {list-style-image: url(star.gif);} 
</style>

TIP
For the best results, choose images that are about the same height as the text in each  
list item.

Customize the Spacing
As you know, the HTML list tags indent each list item by default. Unfortunately, the exact 
amount of that indentation does vary a bit according to the browser. Thankfully, there are CSS 



 

properties for adjusting the indent. Two properties—margin and padding—in particular affect 
the spacing around each item in your list, and around the list in general.

When attached to the ul or ol tag, the margin property affects the space around the entire 
list. But when it is used with the li tag instead, the margin property alters the space around 
each individual list item.

The padding property dictates the amount of buffer-space around the text in the list item, 
before the edge of the list item is reached. Take a look at the following illustrations to help 
visualize how this works (first, I’ll show you a visual representation of a list with some extra 
spacing, then the code used to create that example).



It is important to note that whenever you alter the spacing around your lists and list items, 
you must test your pages in Internet Explorer and another standards-compliant browser like 
Firefox or Safari. Unfortunately, Internet Explorer 6 and 7 have had trouble properly displaying 
lists with altered spacing. IE 8 promises to rectify this situation, but until the majority of your 
site’s visitors no longer use IE 6 or 7, you’ll need to code and test for both browsers.

TIP
For tips for using the margin and padding properties successfully in IE 6 and 7, check 
out this article: http://tinyurl.com/ywyfpt.

Customize the Entire Layout
What if you wanted to completely change the layout of your list so that it no longer looked like 
the typical list with bullets and indentations? In the past, web page authors have used tables 
(such as those created in word processing programs or spreadsheets) to hold each “item” in 
an irregular list. But style sheets provide an often-overlooked method of easily changing the 
layout of a list, whether that means simply removing the bullets and indents or going so far as 
to switch the whole thing from vertical to horizontal.

Vertical Navigation
Probably the most common reason for playing with the layout of a list is to use it as a 
navigation bar. Consider the navigation bar shown in Figure 8-2. It certainly doesn’t look like 

Figure 8-2 CSS made it easy to turn a boring list into a stylish navigation bar.

http://tinyurl.com/ywyfpt


 

a list; in fact, it looks more like a bunch of graphical buttons. There are borders separating the 
links, and the colors even change when you move your mouse over the links.

The actual HTML code used to create that list is shown next:

<ul id="navlist"> 
<li class="active">Home</li> 
<li><a title="LINK: School calendar" href="">School Calendar</a></li> 
<li><a title="LINK: Check out the school day weather" href="">Today's 
School Day Weather</a></li> 
<li><a title="LINK: Class notes for each grade level" href="">Class 
Notes and Supply Lists </a></li> 
<li><a title="LINK: News for parents" href="">Important Information for 
Parents</a></li> 
<li><a title="LINK: Meet the staff" href="">Meet the Teachers/Staff</a> 
</li> 
<li><a title="LINK: Support the school" href="">How You Can Support Our 
School </a></li> 
<li><a title="LINK: Lunch menu" href="">What's for Lunch?</a></li> 
<li><a title="LINK: Bus routes" href="">Bus Schedules</a></li> 
<li><a title="LINK: School profile" href="">School Profile</a></li> 
<li><a title="LINK: PTA" href="">PTA at HWES</a></li> 
<li><a title="LINK: Inclement weather news" href="">Inclement Weather 
Policy</a></li> 
</ul>

Notice how the HTML for the list looks the same as the lists previously created in the 
beginning of this chapter. In fact, every bit of the formatting is achieved through the style 
sheet, which looks like this:

<style type="text/css"> 
body {  
      font-family:Verdana, Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; 
      font-size: 10pt;  
      } 
#navlist { 
      width: 250px; 
      padding-left: 0;  
      margin-left: 0; 
      border-bottom: 1px solid #cccccc; 
      } 
#navlist li { 
      list-style: none; 
      margin: 0; 
      border-top: 1px solid #666666; 
      line-height: 200%; 
      } 

This style declaration specifies that all the text on the 
page should display in the Verdana font at 10 points.

The entire list is styled according to the 
“navlist” class in the style sheet.

This first list item is styled as the “active” class 
because it’s the page currently being viewed.

This defines the characteristics of 
the navlist section of the page, 
specifying the width of the buttons 
(250 pixels), and the bottom edge.

This defines how each list item 
within the navlist section should 
appear, by removing the bullets and 
indentation, then adding a border of 
separation between each item. The 
line-height property allows for some 
breathing room around each item.



#navlist li a { 
      color: #990000;  
      display: block; 
      padding-left: 5px;  
      text-decoration: none;  
       } 
#navlist li a:hover {  
  color: #ffffff;  
  background-color: #333333; 
       } 
.active {  
       background-color: #990000; 
       color: #ffffff; 
       font-weight: bold; 
       padding-left: 5px; 
       } 
 
   </style>

Horizontal Navigation
What if you wanted to display the navigation bar horizontally across the page instead of vertically 
down the page? The reason lists run down the page by default is that they are block-level elements 
in HTML. As mentioned previously, block-level elements automatically fill the available space.

With that in mind, we can easily make a list display horizontally by specifying it should 
be displayed as an inline element instead of a block-level element with display: inline. 
Figure 8-3 shows a very basic unordered list, with a style sheet applied to turn it into a 
horizontal navigation bar. The list code looks like the following:

<ul id="navlist"> 
<li class="active">Home</li> 
<li><a title="LINK: About Us" href="aboutus.html">About Us</a></li> 
<li><a title="LINK: Services" href="services.html">Services</a></li> 
<li><a title="LINK: Clients" href="clients.html">Clients</a></li> 
<li><a title="LINK: Contact Us" href="contactus.html">Contactus</a></
li> 
</ul>

This defines how each link within 
those list items should be formatted. 
The display: block line is important 
to ensure the background-color runs 
the entire length of the button.

This defines the rollovers for each 
link in the list, changing the text 
color and the background color.

This defines how the button should 
display when it lists the currently 
displayed page.

Figure 8-3  Changing the list from block-level to inline allows the items to run horizontally 
across the page.



 

Try This 8-2

And the style sheet looks like that shown next:

<style type="text/css"> 
body { 
    font-family:Verdana, Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; 
    font-size: 10pt; 
    } 
#navlist { 
    margin: 0; 
    padding: 0; 
    text-align: center; 
    } 
#navlist li { 
    list-style: none; 
    display: inline; 
    } 
#navlist li a { 
    color: #fff; 
    background-color: #900; 
    padding: .2em 1em; 
    text-decoration: none; 
    } 
#navlist li a:hover { 
    color: #ffffff; 
    background-color: #333333; 
    } 
.active { 
    border: 1px solid #900; 
    color: #900; 
    font-weight: bold; 
    padding: .2em 1em; 
    } 
</style>

 Style Lists Within Your Web Page
In this project, we’ll use style sheets to customize the lists created in Try This 8-1. Goals for 
this project include

● Stylizing the bullet in an unordered list

● Creating an inline list for navigational purposes

 1. Open your text or HTML editor and return to the sessions.html file saved from the previous 
project.

 2. Replace the Roman numerals in the ordered list with one of the graphical bullets included in 
the .zip file for this chapter, such as star.gif. (HINT: Try using ol>li as your selector, 

This specifies how the links in 
each list item should look.

This specifies how the colors 
should change when the user rolls 
over each link in the list item.

The final declaration styles the “active” 
button, by giving it a red border and 
bold, red text.

Here, I turn off the bullets and tell the 
browser to display the list inline (one after 
another, horizontally across the page).

(continued)



to tell the browser only to use the star for list items within the ordered list on your page, not 
all the list items on the page.)

 3. Add a new division at the bottom of the page, and call it navigation.

 4. Create an unordered list in that division, with the following list items:

● Home

● Camp Sessions

● Adventure Trips

 5. Link “Home” to the index.html page you’ve created.

 6. Link “Adventure Trips” to the trips.html page you’ve created.

 7. Specify that “Camp Sessions” should use the “active” class in your style sheet.

 8. Add the appropriate style declarations to your style sheet to make the list in the navigation 
division display as a horizontal navigation bar.

 9. Turn off the underlines for the links in the navigation bar.

 10. Continue adding style sheet properties to format the list items with a 1-pixel, solid, black border.

 11. Create a class called “active” and give that class a gray background color.

 12. Save the file.

 13. Open your web browser and choose File | Open Page (or Open File or Open, depending on 
the browser you’re using). Locate the file you just saved. Make sure the file appears as you 
intended.

 14. If you need to make changes, return to your text editor to do so. After making any changes, 
save the file and switch back to the browser. Choose Refresh or Reload to preview the 
changes you just made. If you’re using the Chop Point site, you can compare your files to 
the following code and Figure 8-4.

<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN" 
"http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/transitional.dtd"> 
<html> 
<head> 
<title> Chop Point Summer Camp Sessions </title> 
<style type="text/css"> 
body { 
    background-color: white; 
    font-family: verdana;} 
.contact { 
    font-weight: bold;} 
ol>li { 
    list-style-image: url(star.gif);} 
#navigation ul { 



 

    margin: 0; 
    padding: 0;} 
#navigation li { 
    display: inline; 
    list-style: none; 
    border: 1px solid black; 
    padding: 0em .6em 0em .6em;} 
#navigation li a { 
    text-decoration: none;} 
.active { 
    background-color: #ccc;} 
</style> 
</head> 

Figure 8-4  If you’re using the Chop Point project, your camp sessions page should look 
similar to this.

(continued)



<body> 
... the code between these sections stays the same ... 
<div id="navigation"> 
<ul><li><a href="index.html" title="LINK: Return home">Home</a></li> 
<li class="active">Camp Sessions</li> 
<li><a href="trips.html" title="LINK: Camp adventure trips">Adventure 
Trips</a></li> 
</ul> 
</div> 
</body> 
</html>

Style sheets make it very easy to turn simple lists into elegant navigation bars. This project 
gave you practice working the various style sheet properties used to do just that.


